Prevalence, source and risk of antibiotic resistance genes in the sediments of Lake Tai (China) deciphered by metagenomic assembly: A comparison with other global lakes.
Lakes are one of the natural reservoirs of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in environments. Long retention times in lakes potentially allow ARGs to persist and may create increased opportunities for the emergence of resistant pathogens. In this study, we investigated the prevalence, source and dissemination risk of ARGs in the sediments of a typical urban lake, Lake Tai (China) which has been a drastic example of water pollution with eutrophication in the world due to its proliferated cyanobacterial blooms. High-throughput profilings of ARGs in the sediments of Lake Tai were characterized with metagenomic assembly, and were compared with those in other global lakes from Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Rwanda and the United States of America. The hosts of ARGs in the sediments of Lake Tai were explored based on the taxonomic annotation of ARG-carrying contigs and network analysis, and a novel recently-discovered crAssphage was employed for source tracking of resistance bacteria. Meanwhile, the potential resistome risk was identified by projecting the co-occurrence of acquired ARGs, mobile genetic elements (MGEs) and human bacterial pathogens into a three-dimensional exposure space. Results showed 321 ARG subtypes belonging to 21 ARG types were detected in the sediments of Lake Tai, dominated by multidrug, macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin, bacitracin, quinolone, mupirocin and trimethoprim resistance genes. Relatively, the ARG levels in the sediments of Lake Tai were significantly higher than those in other global lakes. Source tracking showed the coverages of detected crAssphage in the sediments of Lake Tai were positively correlated with the total ARG coverage, suggesting the contribution of human fecal contamination to the prevalence of ARGs in this lake. It should be noted that the co-occurrence ratio of ARGs, MGEs and human pathogens in the sediments of Lake Tai was higher than that in other global lakes, likely indicating a higher risk for the resistance dissemination in the China's third largest freshwater lake.